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see Unique.
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fairly easy to find but if you have any problems hopefully this . Jun 9, 2015 . If not for the valuable
steel ingots that are scattered around the yard,. The steelyard appears only in the Fallout 3 addon The Pitt. Behind the scenes[edit | edit source]. Northwest of the steelyard, out of the map, is a
large river that has. Everglow National Campground · Evergreen Mills · F. Scott Key Trail . If a
particular house is locked or you need a key to get into a safe or. Once you have revealed every
location on the map, go back to her, and tell her that you will. Sell the scrap metal back to him
repeatedly to get as many of those items as desired.. .. Turn in 50 Ingots to the person outside
the steelyard to get the weapon.Fallout 3 Categorized · Advanced Search. After turning in ten
Steel Ingots, when you return to Midea (#3), she'll update you on the rest of her plan.. You'll find
Steel Ingots at the specially marked places on the map (I), plus at other locations, . Fallout 3 Free Labor - Fallout 3 Guide.. Fallout 3 - The Pitt Guide. . bathroom), and set foot towards the
large scyscraper east of the map, also known as Haven.. NOTE: You can still collect Steel
Ingots for Everett no matter which side you choose,. .. which might be worth the trouble as he
drops the Power Plant Key.This page offers the most up-to-date Fallout 3 PC cheats, codes, and
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as many of those items as desired.. .. Turn in 50 Ingots to the person outside the steelyard to get
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